Decal Installation

- IMMI decals alert rescue workers that the apparatus is equipped with IMMI advanced occupant restraints.

- The IMMI system includes components that can pose a safety risk to rescue workers during the extrication process. IMMI decals assist rescue workers in locating these components.

- Read the following instructions and install the decals as outlined in steps 1 thru 6. Be sure the areas are clean and dry, free of dirt, oil, wax or loose paint.

1. Peel strip on back of decal to expose adhesive.

2. Adhere two “IMMI SRS Equipped” decals on vehicle exterior, one near the driver’s door (A) and one near the first officer’s door. Do not place decals on window.

3. Adhere four “IMMI SRS Equipped” decals on vehicle interior, one on the lower portion of the driver’s door (B) and one on the lower portion of the first officer’s door and one on each of the rear doors.

4. Adhere the “SRS System Locator” decal to the driver-side sun visor (C), on the roof liner just above the visor so that the label is visible when the visor is flipped down or on the window if label is a window cling.

5. Apply decals firmly with the palm of hand, starting in the center and working outward to remove trapped air.

6. Wait 72 hours before washing the vehicle or exposing it to rain/excess humidity.


To order more decals, call 1.866.ROLLTEK (1.888.765.5835)
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